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A self-consistent-field Greens matrix method for the calculation of electronic properties of chemisorbed system is 

devised and applied to the methanol on copper(HO) surface. The method i동 based on CNDO Hartree-Fock approxima

tion. Contour integration in the complex energy plane is used for an efficient calculation of the charge서ensity bond

order matrix. The information on each fragment prior to chemisorption is efficiently used and a small number of 

iterations are needed to reach the self-consistency. The changes of density of states and other quantities of methanol 

due to chemisorption are consistent with reported experimental results.

Introduction

Electronic processes in chemisorption and catalytic action 

of metal surfaces play fundamental roles in chemistry and 

chemical industry. Until now, two calculational methods have 

commonly been used to address problems of this nature: 

cluster method and slab method. Cluster method models a 

surface as a group of a few atoms. This permits direct use 

of highly developed computer programs of quantum chemis

try. Since chemisorption is known to be a local phenomenon 

and an adsorbate is coupled to only a few atoms near the 

chemisorption site,12 this approach to chemisorption is reason

able. However, the convergence of the re옹니ts with cluster 

size is left open to question.3,4 Slab method(band calculation) 

simulates the solid with a finite number of layers having 

two-dimensional periodicity. This method takes a surface as 

infinite periodic repetitions of a unit cell. However, since 

the perturbation due to chemisorption breaks the translat

ional symmetry of the surface and the complexity grows ra

pidly with the number of atoms in the unit c이 1, the slab 

calculation for chemisorbed system i옹 a complicated problem 

requiring larger unit cell, especially in a low coverage.3,5,6

The Green's function, which has been used in mathematics 

and physics to solve an inhomogeneous differential equation 

in terms of the solution of corresponding homogeneous 

equation,7 permits the study of a complicated perturbed sys

tem by representing it as a relatively simple unperturbed 

system plus a small perturbation.8 The Green*s-function ap

proach to a local perturbation in a periodic system was origi

nated by Koster and Slater and by Anderson,910 and it was 

further developed by Callaway and Hughes.11 An LCAO ma

trix form of this method was investigated by Pantelides.1213 

The self-consistent field treatment was given by Feibelmann 

in density-functional formalism3,8 and by Ladik and Seel in 

Hartree-Fock scheme.14,15

We apply the self-consistent field Green's-function app-
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roach to chemisorption on transition metal surface. A com

bined system of the unperturbed surface and free adsorbate 

molecule is subjected to the perturbation due to chemisorp

tion. It exploits the short range of the perturbation due to 

chemisorption. The information of each fragment prior to 

chemisorption is efficiently utilized to obtain the electronic 

structure of chemisorbed system. We use this feature to ob

tain the self-consistent electronic structure of chemisorbed 

system more easily and to reproduce the experimentally ob

tained UPS spectrum of chemisorbed system.

The CNDO Hartree-Fock approximation is used in this 

approach, because it is appropriate to study a reasonable 

size of transition metal clusters representing the chemisorp

tion site.16-21

Theory

We try to solve the Hartree-Fock-Roothaan equation for 

chemisorbed system in CNDO approximation

(E1—F)C=O, (1)

where F is Fock matrix and C stands for wavefunction coeffi

cients.22 1 is a unit matrix. Fock matrix is given by

1
上=編厂砂有仙+学饥国

Figure 1. (a) The negative trace of the imaginary Green's matrix 

evaluated along paths parallel to the real axis. The distance e 

from real axis is varied. Dashed, solid and heavy solid curves 

are for £ = 2.72, 1.36 and 0.27 eV, respectively. Note that it has 

very sharp structures near the real axis (small e), while it is 

well-behaved, smooth, and easy to integrate in the complex plane 

(large £). (b) The energy-integration contour in obtaining the 

charge-density bond-order matrix from Green's matrix. It has 

been displaced from real axis into the complex plane. The con

tour can be reduced to the upper half.

(2)

Fpv —血"—Ppv Y", (3)

where P is a charge-denstiy bond-order matrix and de

fines the element of the core hamiltonian matrix A.23,24 丫呻 

and Yyv represent the one- and two-center two-electron integ

rals. The electronic energy is given by

瓦奴=Riv(九V +F").
£ p v

(4)

The unperturbed system is defined as adsorbate plus sub

strate without interaction. This system is represented by the 

s이uti이! of

(£1一脉=0, (5)

where

已% = 0

尸=.................«............... (6)

0 ； F点•

F虑 and &縁 are the self-consistent Fock matrices of free 

adsorbate and unperturbed substrate metal, respectively.

is of infinite or large dimension.

The Green^ matrix G°(E) of unperturbed system of de

fined by3,8-15

(El-P)G0(E) = l ⑺

and is calculated by matrix inversion

Gal : 0

G°(E) = (E1-尸)t= ........... ■：.......... (8)

0 : ，

where

G忐(E) = (E1—Fa%)f (9)

GM、・(E) = (E1-挪)*. (10)

Perturbation consists of turning on the interaction between 

adsorbate and substrate. The exact form of the perturbation 

V due to chemisorption is not known. We define the pertur

bation V as the deviation of Fock matrix of chemisorbed 

system from that of unperturbed system;3815

以 E) =F一尸)= (El T기) —(El — F). (11)

Then the Dyson equation

G(E) = G°(E)+G"(E) KE) G(E), (12)

or

G=(l — G") *6° (13)

is derived. Since we don't have an exact Fock matrix F for

chemisorbed system, we have to perform an SCF iteration, 

beginning with an initial guess of F and V. We take an initial 

guess of V, considering only the “static” perturbation prior 

to the charge redistribution of one fragment(adsorbate or 

substrate) due to the other fragment.25 Beginning with G°(E) 

of the unperturbed system and KE), a new Green's matrix 

G(E) is obtained by the Dyson equation. Since the perturba

tion due to chemisorption affects only a few atoms near the 

chemisorption site,1,2 only a finite number of the elements 

of V will be different from zero and, approximately, the size 

of Dyson equation is determined by the range of V and the 

equation can be solved as a finite matrix equation? This
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Scheme 1. Iteration scheme in self-consistent fi이d Green's ma

trix methocf

is the same concept as that of the cluster model.

The charge-density bond-order matrix P can be computed 

by integration of G(E)dE up to the Fermi energy:814

琮 = 2느厂]严&处) (14)

where the integral path C includes all the occupied states. 

This integration has been conventionally performed along 

the real energy axis.14 However, along the real energy 쵸xis, 

the Greens matrix elements mostly vary rapidly with energy 

due to the poles, so that an accurate evaluation of the in

tegral requires a knowledge of G on a very fine me동h of 

E values (dashed line in Figure 1(a)). The integration can 

be carried out more efficiently by displacing the integration 

path C from the real energy axis to a contour in the complex 

energy plane (See Figure 1(b))牛6" Since the imaginary part 

of G is smooth function of energy along this path, a small 

number of sampling points are sufficient to compute the 

charge-density bond-order matrix P (solid line in Figure 1 

(a)). Detailed expressions will be presented in Appendix.

A new Fock matrix F is obtained from P, and the electron

ic energy is calculated from F and P. A new Green's matrix 

G(E) is calculated from new F, and so on. This procedure 

is carried out repeatedly until the difference in the electronic 

energies from two consecutive iterations is below a certain 

threshold.1314 The self-consistent Green's matrix approach 

can be summarized as follows (See Scheme 1):

(1) Calculate G°(E),比。Green's matrix of the unperturb

ed system.

(2) Calculate a first guess for KE).

(3) Solve the Dyson equation, for a number of E points, 

to g아 a new Greens matrix G(E\

(4) Calculate a new charge-density bond-order matrix P 

from G(E).

(5) Calculate a new F from P.

(6) Calculate a new V(E).

(7) The steps are repeated from step (2) on, until the self

consistency is reached

Having reached the self-consistency, the eigenvalues and 

wavefunctions are obtained by diagonalizing the self-consis

tent Fock matrix F. We calculate the various quantities from 

these.28

Computations

We present the results of a calculation in which the above 

formalism is applied. We study the adsorption of methanol 

on copper(HO) surface. Copper i응 known as a s이ective oxi-

Cu (110) surface

(b，①c①c① 
® ® ® ® O

r[M,1

[HO]

Figure 2. (a) Structural model for methanol on Cu(110). We 

have assumed 9 = 36° in [001] direction, (b) Cu8(6,2) cluster 

as a model of 2-fold bridge site of Cu(110) surface. 1 and 2 

represent for the first and second layer atoms, respectively.

dation catalyst in the conversion of methanol to aldehyde.29-31 

It has the ability to remove hydrogen atom from the alco

hol without breaking the C-0 bond.29,30 However, bulk copper 

is not active toward the decomposition of methanol and oxy

gen must be present in the copper for it to be active.29-31 

It is interesting to consider the interaction of methanol and 

copper surface with and without oxygen. As the first step, 

we study the interaction between methanol and copper sur

face without preadsorbed oxygen.

Although we study methanol on copper(HO) surface only, 

this work can be generalized to represent the interaction 

between methanol and various copper surfaces. Sexton show

ed that very little difference existed beween the experimen

tal results for methanol/Cu(110) and methanol/CuClOO).30

The adsorption site and geometry o^etha^ol nn copper 

(110) surface is fixed as obtained from experiments for me

thanol or methoxide adsorbed on copper or other metal sur

faces. The adsorption site has been determined to be a mix

ture of two-fold bridge site and four-fold hollow site.32-35 

We assume that methanol is chemisorbed at the two-fold 

short-bridge site. The tilt angle of C-0 axis from surface 

normal is fixed as 36° in [001] direction from the results 

of Holup-Krapper, of Bader and of Outka (See Figure 2).32~34 
The Cu-0 bond length is fixed as 1.97 A, which is obtained 

by Linder and for copper-methoxy coordination compounds.35-37 
The C-0 bond distance is fix은d as 1.41 A of copper-metanol 

and copper-methoxy compounds.37-39 The O-H bond length 
and C-O-H bond angle are assumed to be 1.0 A and 109.5°, 

respectively.40 To represent the two-fold short-bridge site of 

Cu(110) surface, Cus(6( 2) cluster is used (See Figure 2). Cu- 
Cu nearest neighbor distance is fixed to 256 A of bulk cop-
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Table 1. CNDO/2 Parameters for Copper (in eV)

Core integral Bonding parameter Slater exponent

Cu 4s 4.567 7.726 1.950

Cu 서， 1.347 7.726 1.200

Cu 3d 6.520 20.292 3.733

H 15 13.476 9.000 1.300

C 2s 20.351 21.000 1.500

C 2p 11.872 21.000 1.325

0 2s 31.690 31.000 2.200

0 2p 15.411 31.000 1.975

Figure 4. (a) DOS of free methanol. Ef indicates the HOMO 

level of Cu8 cluster, (b) PDOS(X2.5) of methanol chemisorbed 

on Cua cluster. Ef indicates the HOMO energy level of chemi

sorbed system.

Figure 3. Total and projected DOS of Cus cluster, (a) total DOS, 

(b)-(d) projected DOS of 3d, 4s(X5) and 4/>(X5). Ef indicates 

the HOMO energy level of the Cus 시uster.

The CNDO parameters are taken from the work of Bohm 

and Gleiter and listed in Table I.21 The values af p° for 

copper are chosen to be nearly equal to the negatives of 

the first and second ionization potentials.4,41 ~43 We calculate 

the density of states(DOS) of Cug cluster to see the validity 

of these parameter and show these in Figure 3. The project

ed densities of states(PDOS*s) of 3d, 4s and 서) orbitals are 

shown together. DOS and PDOS are calculated by44,45.

A(E) = _ * M G叫(E), (15)

Table 2. Number of Valence Electrons of Free Methanol Eva

luated Along Various Integration Paths. Distance of c2 in Figure 

1 from Real Axis(e) is Varied. The Average Spacing Between 

Mesh Points Along c2 are Varied. The Spacing Along cl and 

c3 are Fixed. The Upper and Lower Limit are Fixed. A Small 

Number of Mesh Points are Sufficient to Give Converged Result 

when e is 1.36 eV

Average 
spacing

Number of 
mesh points

Number of valence electrons

(£=1.36 eV) (e = 0.27 eV)

0.93 80 12.40 7.45

0.74 100 13.94 12.13

0.57 130 13.97 13.62

0.41 185 13.98 13.60

0.27 270 13.98 13.61

0.09 780 13.95

p(E)= - 丄 £ { ■如 Gpm(£) I = — — Tr {Zw G(E) L (16) 

n p n

The highest occupied molecular orbital(HOMO) is positioned 

at about —12 eV, while the Fermi level of bulk copper is 

known to be about —5 eV.46-48 However, the relative position 

of peaks is more important. The 3d band position is about 

5 eV below the HOMO level. Near the HOMO level the 

4s and 4p orbitals have main contributions. These agree with 

the experimental or other calculational results.46,47

It is known from experiments that HOMO of methanol 

is at about 5.8 eV below the Fermi level of copper.48 49 We 

shift the entire energy levels of methanol to reproduce these 

experimental results. DOS of free methanol is shown in Fig

ure 4(a).

Results and Discussion

First, we perform 나le CNDO calculation for each of the 

unperturbed system (free methanol and Cu8 cluster) to give
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Table 3. Wiberg Indices for Methanol Before and after Chemi

sorption

Before 

chemisorption

After 

chemisorption

Change during 

chemisorption

C-0 1.099* (1.049)** 0.920 — 0.179 (-0.124)

O-H 0.934 (0.870) 0.840 -0.094 (-0.030)

*for free methanol. **for isolated methanol with its geometry 

fixed as given from the experimental results for methanol ad

sorbed on metal surfaces

Fads and . Then, we perform the iterative calculation 

to obtain the self-consistent Green's matrix of chemisorbed 

system (methanol adsorbed on Cug cluster). We perform the 

contour integration along the rectangular integration path 

shown in Figure 1(b). We use the trapezoidal rule in numeri

cally evaluating the integral.6,50 In order to determin은 the 

optimum path of integration, we calculate the number of va

lence electrons of free methanol from the charge-density 

bond-order matrix obtained along various integration paths 

(See Table 2). When the distance £ of parallel part of contour 

from the real axis is 1.36 eV, the results show the converged 

behaviour for average spacings less than 0.57 eV, and we 

take these values. The points are not chosen equidistantly, 

so that the mesh is denser near HOMO. The requirement 

on the chosen contour is that it encloses all occupied states. 

Since the sharp structures of G(E) on the real axis are 

broadened in complex energy plane, they lose the physical 

meaning as 옹tate-densities，3° Thus we must be careful to 

determine upper and lower integration limit 宓커« and Emin 

in Figrue 1(b)). We take about —80 eV and about —9 eV 

as lower and upper limit, respectively, because the structures 

in Figure 1(a) approach zero near these energy points and 

the reasonable number of valence electrons for each system 

is obtained when we integrate between these limits.

After about 40 iterations, the energy difference of 2.2 

X10-5 eV is obtained between two consecutive iterations, 

which is below our threshold for self-consistency(3.0X IO-5 

eV). A smaller number of iterations are needed to reach 

the 옹elf-consistency, compared to the conventional SCF cal

culation. This is because our calculation starts from the con

verged data of two fragments. The knowledge of each frag

ment is efficiently utilized to obtain the electronic structure 

of combined system.

We 아)ow PDOS of methanol chemisorbed on Cu8 cluster 

in Figure 4(b) with the HOMO level of chemisorbed system. 

The shape and the relative position of peaks near HOMO 

are almost the same as those of UPS spectra obtained by 

Sexton and Hughes.49 We have adjusted the CNDO parame

ters to reproduce the experimentally determined differences 

of the energy levels of adsorbate from those of substrate. 

Since the self-consistency is easily obtained with these ad

justed parameters in our approach, this approach can be used 

to predict the UPS spectrum of the chemisorbed system.

We calculate wiberg indices for C-0 and C-H bonds of 

methanol and they are given in Table 1. The wiberg bond 

order index is defined by51,52

By y ypi (17)
由舗 

where A and B indicate the atoms of interest. This is a 

measure of overlap electron density between two atoms and 

can be used to characterize changes in chemical bonding. 

The wiberg index of O-H bond is hardly decreased during 

chemisorption compared to that of C-0 bond. This is consis

tent with the fact that copper is not active to the oxidation 

of methanol to formaldehyde in the absence of preadsorbed 

oxygen.30,31

Conclusion

A self-consistent-field Green's-matrix method for the cal

culation of electronic properties of chemisorbed system is 

described in detail and applied to the methanol/Cu8(110) clu

ster. The method is based on CNDO Hartree-Fock approxi

mation and the cluster model is used to simulate the metal 

surface. We use the contour integration in the complex en

ergy plane for an efficient calculation of charge-density bond

order matrix. The information on each fragment prior to 

chemisorption is efficiently used and a small number of ite

rations are need to reach the self-consistency. We obtain 

the density of states(DOS) of methanol before and after che

misorption. The relative positions and shapes of peaks near 

HOMO are almost the same as those of UPS spectra. The 

wiberg index of O-H bond is hardly decreased during chemi

sorption compared to that of C-0 bond. This is consistent 

with the experimental results that copper, without preadsorb

ed oxygen, have small catalytic activity to oxidation of me

thanol.
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Appendix

is given as follows. With

G=Gre + iGim

and

the integral becomes

(18)

E=Ere + iEtm, (19)

G dE- {Gre+i Gim) (、dEd dE,m)

= J (G서iE整 - GimdEim) + i J (G姚谕 + GMEQ

=f(-GimdEim + i GndEirn) + f (GredEre + I GimdEre)

Ja Jp
+ (~ GimdEitn + i GndEim) (20)

where the paths a, 0 and y are shown in Figure 1(b). Since 

it has been established that27,45

州—i Eim) — Gre(.Ere +1 EQ, (21)

Gim (Em ~ i EQ = — Gim (Ere +' E珈)， (22)

only the upper half of the path is required. The charge-den

sity bond-order matrix P is given as

P~ 2 一寿f 2i(J I Gre dEim + J 2 G费 dEim + J 巳 Gre dEim^

G-dE^jc2(赤皿+ )* GME皿 (23)

where cl, c2 and c3 are shown in Figure 1(b).

The remaining task is to obtain in the real and imaginary 

Green's matrix, G* and G,m. In the complex energy plane, 

Eq. (1) becomes

((£„ + i E,J 1 - f) •(G„ + i G.„ I = 1 (24)

or

((& 1 一 F) + i Eg 1) • (Gre + i G시 = 1 + i 0. (25)

If the matrices are Hermitian, the nXn complex equation

(4 +浦)•((：+〃))=£+/ (26)

is equivalent to the 2nX2n real problem50

A —B \c E

B A [D F

Thus Eq. (25) in a 

to a real equation:

(27)

complex energy plane can be reduced

Enl~F —eg J 1

Eq En\-F .Gim 0

The Green'옹 matrix is given as

G從 E^-F -1 1

Gim Etml ErJ—F 0

(28)

(29)

The integral over a contour in the complex energy plane


